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expressions
Writing Handbook with useful
and Chinese explanations

Writing videos and pre-writing
tasks to
provide step-by-step guidance

Writing Handbook with useful
expressions
and Chinese explanations

6

with audio recordings
Diversified text types
the Oxford 3000
Target vocabulary from
pre-writing tasks to
Writing videos and
guidance
provide step-by-step
with useful expressions
Writing Handbook
and Chinese explanations

Writing

Text type

Detective stories are examples of mysteries. When we read detective stories, we
find out who committed a crime and/or how they committed it.

Interesting and authentic reading passages
students to real language
7
ading exposing

From Reading To Writing

Title of the
mystery

4

7
I have
big ears.

reading some riddles about zoo animals.
Hungry Betty’s food journey

Vietnamese spring rolls
It is a famous dish from Vietnam. The major
ingredients are rice paper, prawns and fresh
vegetables. You can find steamed or deep-fried
ones with different kinds of dipping sauces in
Vietnamese restaurants. My favourite is the
sweet and sour sauce. It has a refreshing taste.

5

I am grey.

Riddle 2

I have big ears.

I am tall.

I have a long trunk.

I have a long neck.

What am I?

I can eat leaves from tall trees.

Riddle 3

Riddle 3

Korean ‘fire meat’

My body is black and white.

I like having barbecued food, so that’s why I
like Korean beef bulgogi. The meat is tender
and juicy. Many Korean people like to eat it as
a wrap. They wrap the beef in lettuce and eat
it with salty and spicy kimchi.

What am I?

Riddle 4

Riddle 5

I use them to swing from the
trees.

My body is black and white.

These soft and yummy doughnuts are very
popular in America. Both ring doughnuts and
filled doughnuts are common. Filled doughnuts
are round and have jam, jelly or chocolate in
them. I want to eat all the doughnuts in this
photo, but I can’t. Doughnuts are very sweet.

I am the king of the jungle.
Roar!
20

Let’s talk about my favourite Thai, Japanese and Italian dishes next time!

I use them to swing from the
trees.

Riddle 5

25

Web
page
1 Irene
is a student at

I have a long tail.

Date: ____________________

What am I?

It’s not healthy to have so many in one go.

What am I?

Riddles
Riddle
It2is around my big head.

10

I have beautiful brown hair.

22

Reading

5

Reading

Choose Discover
the best
answer by blackening the
ave a long trunk.
am I?
Kyoto
I have What
a circle.
long
neck.
Emily is reading a leaflet about Kyoto.

Bella is reading a postcard from her friend.

hat am I?

bakery near my hostel. The bread there

3 How many children study at Wonder Primary School?
5

here don’t look very friendly.

22

it and enter the final. My coach is hopeful
about us. We don’t want to let him down.

B four

I hope we can bring the trophy home!

Want to stay away from the busy shopping area? Come and have
a walk in this quiet park. You can also join a local tour to visit the
palace inside. Try to visit the park in April to see the beautiful
cherry blossoms. You can take a lot of nice pictures with the pink
flowers.

20

is in Class 2B.

y eyes and ears are small.

How are you and Lily doing in Hong Kong?
Do you feel bored without me? You’re

taking your piano exam next month. Are you

desktop
have a video call
quiz show

Pre-writing
14

conclude
observe

dishonest
grin
Tips!
scream
urge
Use an adverb of manner
to describe how John
acted.

7 How did you feel?
Do you like this book? Why or why not?

10

Jessica:

Grandpa, what are you watching?

Grandpa:

It’s a new (1)

Tips!

.

Complete the story below. The model text on p. 56 and the questions above
do you think about the main character?
canWhat
help you.

Last
week,
•

At the
(reason:

summer camp

(reason:

Suddenly,
Tips!

clean because I want to hug it all the time (I cluck and cross my arms when

15

my uniform as soon as possible. I also change my facecloth and wash my

hair more often. I even start helping with the housework. My parents are
very pleased with my changes.

).

.

Model writing
43
43

desk every day because I do not want it to get hurt. I also keep myself

it tries to get away from me!). After I come home from school, I change

)

Use adjectives to describe
the main character.

Type of story

. Chef Jackson is the host.

Wow! The dishes look so yummy!
Are these sentences true (T) or false (F)? Write ‘T’ or Jessica:
‘F’ in the
blanks.
C eight Date:
Grandpa:
Look at that mouth-watering paella. I’ll try to make it this weekend.
____________________
How many emoji biscuit
That’s great! I the
can’t wait
to taste it. Is the (2)
1 George had chocolates and sweets for dessert Jessica:
after having
reunion
lollipops
Alfieteam.
make
up after
this? I want tocan
support Henry’s
They got most of
D thirty-two coming
the questions right in the last episode. They were brilliant!
with one packet of
Choose the bestdinner.
answer by blackening the circle.
Grandpa: I’m not sure. Let’s have a look at the TV guide … oh, the next show
about environmental problems. We
is a (3)
cream biscuits?
to keep my promise. Now I cut my fingernails every week and tidy up my

Tips!
Use adjectives to describe
what you thought about
John.

Writing task

documentary
leave comments
tablet

it as soon as I saw it. I decided to take it home. I named it ‘Ice Cream’

celebrate Ice Cream’s 4th birthday

58

Writing task
What happens in the book?

Tips!

you, Ice Cream!

Love,

Jessica:

circle.
A oneChoose the best answer by blackening Ctheeight

Poppy

Posted on 7 January 20XX, 09:08 p.m.

A boil
brown.

I am
Postcard

Oh, I’m afraid not. They’re having a concert in Beijing tonight, so they
probably can’t show up in this programme. Hmm … maybe I’ll join Mum

How
many
emoji
biscuit
in her room.
She’s
shopping
online using
her (5)
I want to look at those beautiful dresses with her.

.

lollipops can Alfie make
C mix
D
What did George and his parents
buythirty-two
from the flower market?
with one packet of

•

Blog
A a bowl of narcissi

blanks.

.

is around my
bigsentences
head.
Are these
true (T) or false (F)? Write ‘T’ or ‘F’ in the blanks.

Pay attention to the
Pay attention to the
heading of the recipe.
. Can you help me buy
my birthdayKung(4)
heading
the recipe.
Hei Fat Choy! Have you received any red packets? I got
my firstof
ones

B Jack and Sarah go to the samemy
school.
birthday

(4)

4 Merry Time serves pumpkin soup.

some (5)

Cloze

•
2 In line 16, what does the word ‘beat’ mean?
George helped clean the house.

A answers. emojis on the lollipops?
6 How
draw
favourite
the his
correct
D 6 can AlfieWrite

(a)

B

George updated his diary after a break of several days.

C

George visited his relatives with his parents.

A boil

C• mix

7 Put the steps in the correct order. Write A, B, C or D in the boxes.
A

B went to Che Kung C
D George
Temple.
7

B ➞ hit

D
➞

D press

➞

7 Put the steps in the correct
order. Write A, B, C or D in the boxes.
Sequencing

7 In line 21, ‘He ate like a horse!’ means David’s dad

D ate quickly

Who gave George the
red packets?

boxes.

(c)
Write
the correct answers.

C ate loudly

B four

6 How can Alfie draw his favourite emojis on the lollipops?

C 5

A

.
Tips!
How many dishes did
David’s dad order?

B

3 What
SHOULDN’T
Alfie do on his own?
C
D
➞

➞

19

➞

A draw emojis with the icing
9

Tips!

Tips!
Use adjectives to describe
the main character.

1

RSVP
We use ‘ RSVP’ (i.e. ‘ Please reply’ ) at
the end of the invitation card to ask
for a reply from the recipient.

我們會在邀請卡結尾加上 ‘ RSVP’ ，請收件
人回覆。
e.g. RSVP to 5554 8917 or
samli@jolly.com.

.

!

2

Closing line

We usually add a closing line to the
end of the invitation card.

RSVP

邀請卡可用以下句子作結。
e.g. Let’s enjoy the party!
See you at the party!

We use ‘ RSVP’ (i.e. ‘ Please reply’ ) at
the end of the invitation card to ask
for a reply from the recipient.
Hope to hear from you soon.

g 4
Writin ok
o
Handb

我們會在邀請卡結尾加上 ‘ RSVP’ ，請收件
人回覆。
5

e.g. RSVP to 5554 8917 or
Chinese
explanations provided

.

How many emoji biscuit
2
lollipops can Alfie make
D thirty-two
with
one
packet
of
What do you think about
main
character?
Ethe
ngaging
reading
passages in real-world context
cream biscuits?

7 Arrange the
following activities in the correct order. Write A, B, C or D in the
Answer the question in a complete
sentence.

(b)

Matching
Choose the best answer by blackening the circle.

C eight

(5)
had
a nice (6)
the other
from my
chocolate on your. We
way
home?
day. We passed by a shopping centre on our way home and people were
chocolate
on
your
way
home?
performing a lion dance there.
Tips!

Write the correct answers.

7 How many friends does Irene have?
B 4

some (5)

A help
oneme buy
. Can you

Answer the question in a complete sentence.

6 Who ordered the dishes? Match the pictures with the correct names.
(c)

1

4 Read lines 24–26. What do people usually do in Sha Tin?

Mum, I want
to make
some
emoji biscuit
lollipops
Mum, I want to make
some
emoji
biscuit
lollipops
forfor
Amelia

Mike is a Primary 3 student.
m the king of theC jungle.
5 David’s mum does not eat seafood.
D Patrick is ten years old.
MC
oar!
Write the correct answers.

Irene

1question
Alfie wants to make 32 emoji biscuit lollipops. How many packets of cream
George is typing a text message to his friend. Fill in the blanks. Use only ONE word for
I ( like / do not like ) this book because
each blank.
biscuits does he need?
TipTi
s! ps!

blanks.

!

Useful structures
and expressions

irenelee@jolly.com

See you at the party

D watch the fireworks
.Alfie is talking to his
mum on the phone. Complete what he says. Fill in the

What
am I?
3 6
David
does not
choose Wonder
Deli because
ave beautiful
brown
hair.
Which
ofwant
the to
following
is CORRECT?
A Irene’s class number is 6.

RSVP to

your mum bought me. It’s like
them on this (9)
we’re both relaxing in the sitting room at home and
talking face-to-face. It’s amazing!

2
2

2 WonderDDeliSarah
is a new restaurant near

my home

with

listen to their voices. Now I can easily (8)

40

1 Kelly asks David to
family this Sunday.

B ate healthily

D press

Place:

Best,

I see. Things have changed so much since people got access to the Internet.
In the past, when I called your aunt and uncle in Singapore, I could only

3 What SHOULDN’T Alfie do on his own?
A buy a mandarin tree
Which school does
with her
A draw
with the icing
C stir in the food colouring
Bonnie
studyemojis
at?
B spin the wheel of fortune
What
class
is
she
in?
B melt theCchocolate
D twist the cream biscuits
watch a lion dance

Fill in the blanks.

A ate a lot

Grandpa:

8 October

12 noon to 4 p.m.

ng &
e a d i ing
R Writ

to the products they’ve bought online. They (7)
to tell other customers what they like or dislike about the products. Mum
always reads through them before placing an order online.

C mix

D peach blossom

B hit

Tips!

(b)

Don’t worry, Grandpa. Nowadays people always (6)

my birthday party

Date:

Flat A, 3/F, Sun Building, 1 Joy Road,
Kwun Tong
ies
Ser ies
ice er
ord
d act ce S
Oxf
xforsh Prracti
O
Englliish P
Eng

cream biscuits?

C a sweet tray

A boil

A 3

Is it safe to do this online? She can’t have a look at the real products
before paying for them. The dresses may be of poor quality.

Jessica:

B does
a mandarin
tree‘beat’ mean?
2 In line 16, what
the word

Date: ____________________

(a)

Grandpa:

Useful structures
and expressions

,

Time:

2

Writing Handbook
B hit
D press
•
I have long arms and legs.
3 What SHOULDN’T Alfie do on his own?
providing
model writing
Date:
____________________
and Bonnie are classmates.
5
•
I have a long
tail.emojis with the icing
A
draw
C
stir
in
the
food
colouring
A Irene
texts with useful structures
Question
types enhancing
thorough development
the chocolate
D twist the cream biscuits
B Mike
I use themBtomelt
swing
from the Choose the
best answer by blackening the circle.
Do you like this
book?
Why or why not? highlighted
C Patrick
and
expressions
of reading
skills
Challenging
trees. Alfie is talking to his mum on the phone.
Complete what he says. Fill inTip
thebox
B four
3
20

Cousin Bonnie

Please come and join

.

stay with me in the future. I love

Write to you again soon!

18

Dear

20

next week. I hope it can always

at it.

1

Invitation cards

My parents and I are going to

Riddle2 4In line 16, what does the word ‘beat’ mean?
25

24

8

cookery programme
give ratings
pop music show

2 George
went
the New
Territories
and How
Kowloon
oncanthe
second
day
of and global climate change
learn about
issues
such
as pollution
1 Alfie wants
to make
32 to
emoji
biscuit
lollipops.
many
packets
of
cream
by watching it. After that, there’s a live (4)
New Year.
Perhaps you can see your favourite singers perform on stage.
biscuits doesChinese
he need?

practising hard? I’m sure you can pass it

with flying colours because you’re very good

ay Museum

Kyoto Railw

B Irene
ey are black.
C Jack
Leaflet
y body is black and
white.
D Sarah

hat am I?

5

cat is white. It has short ears, a long tail and long fur. I fell in love with

I promised my parents to take good care of Ice Cream and I worked hard

A one

•
Picture (4)
arrest
•
6 What did John do?intelligent
•

•

Fill in the blanks with the correct words in the box.

After I begged my parents for a year, they finally agreed to let me keep

because its fur is as soft as ice cream.

two days away! I’m a bit nervous and I don’t
sleep very well at night. I hope we can win

D 4

ddle 5

A

a cat. Three months ago, we went to an animal shelter to adopt one. The

Hong Kong

Our next match is on Friday. That’s just

Attraction D: Kyoto Gyoen

hat am I?

after I met my cat.

day. I feel tired, but I still try very hard.

15

Do you want to see elephants, giraffes and Japanese bears? This is
the place to go to. This spacious zoo is near the train station. You
can spend the day there.

Temple

Bella Fu

Room 705,

Blue Building,

17 Greenview Street,

My team and I have football training every

C 3

Attraction C: Kyoto City Zoo

A Bonnie

My French isn’t good enough and some people

5 What did you do?

Author

1 Alfie wants to make 32 emoji biscuit lollipops. How many packets of cream
Date: ____________________
biscuits
What am
I? does he need?
explore the neighbourhood, but I’m afraid.

It is always a good idea to visit a museum. At this museum, you can
learn about different railway systems in Japan. You can see both
old and new trains here.

Kiyomizu-dera

‘A pet can make you a better person.’— This was something I realized

way they speak are all new to me. I want to

B 2

4

How my cat helps me improve

This is my first time to visit France and I’m
excited. The streets, the people and the

10

Attraction B: Kyoto Railway Museum

ddle 3

Choose the best answer by blackening the circle.

here. It makes me feel so hungry!

I can eat leaves from tall trees.

A 1

You are Karen. Your English teacher asks you to write a book report
More words to learn
on your favourite book. Complete the table below.

3

Vocabular y

Writing videos offering
clear and systematic
guidance to students

4 What
Whathappens
did some
boys do?
innaughty
the book?

Date: ____________________

Andrew’s blog

smells wonderful. I can even smell it from

It is a very popular sightseeing spot in Kyoto. Come and ring the
temple bells to make a wish. After the visit, you can buy a gift for
your family and friends in the souvenir shops. Green tea powder,
traditional bowls and fans are nice choices. You can also eat local
food like tofu in nearby restaurants.

arrested the dishonest guard.

6

https://www.myblog.com/andrewlee

I’m writing to you in my room. There’s a

Attraction A: Kiyomizu-dera Temple

Type of story
The guard froze in his chair. Detective Tim grinned and
Picture (3)

Title of the book

Dennis is reading a blog entry.

Bonjour, Bella! Greetings from France.

Kyoto is an old city in Japan. It is beautiful. It is a huge city with a
lot of interesting tourist attractions.

Pre-writing

I ( like / do not like ) this book because

I am tall.
Roar!

8

Detective Tim frowned. He did not believe in ghosts. There
2 What did you do at the camp?
Tips!
were no fingerprints on the display window and nothing
Use an adverb of manner
wasbook
broken. He observed the guard, who seemed more
Title of the
to describe how you did
familiar with the video controls than he should be. the
Could
activities.
Ending:
he trust the guard and that video?
Picture (2)
solve the
Author
‘You said you checked the plate after everyone left. Why
mystery
3 What happened to you?
aren’t you in the video?’ asked the detective.

.

am the king of the jungle.
years Iold.

Jack is

Reading

I have long arms and legs.

What am I?

What am I?

It is around my big head.

Fill in the blanks.

ave big ears.2

I am brown.

I have a long tail.

American doughnuts

Enriching students’
vocabulary bank with
vocabulary from the Oxford
3000 word list, practised in
Vocabulary sections

I have long arms and legs.

I have beautiful brown hair.

m grey.

Riddle 4

I am brown.

They are black.

15

Pre-writing tasks helping
students plan and build up ideas
Date: ____________________
to produce the final writing tasks

You
are Karen.
Your English teacher asks you to write a book report
Picture
(1)
‘It’s a ghost!’
on your favourite
book. screamed
Completethe
theguard.
table below.
1 Where did you and John go?

What am I?

My eyes and ears are small.

My eyes and ears are small.

10

They are black.

ddle 1

I have a long neck.

What am I?

Riddle 1

Let great food boost your mood

‘There was nobody near the two exits tonight. Both exits
have security cameras,’ said the guard as he sobbed. ‘There
was one camera above the gold plate exhibit too.’
Body:
There was something very strange and quite frightening
provide
Date: ____________________
in the video from that camera. Detective Tim watched
the details
as a white shadow appeared soon after the museum
of the Pre-writing
closed. It floated towards the plate and then the plate just
mystery
disappeared.

Audio recordings
a good
I can eat leaves from tall providing
trees.
pronunciation model
What am I?

I have a long trunk.

Opening:
introduce
the mystery
to be solved

Text type

I am tall.

Joe is reading some riddles about zoo animals.

https://www.foodieworld.com/hungrybetty

A gold plate from the Song Dynasty, which was the major
exhibit, was missing from the History Museum.

Riddle 2

Reading

Alfie is reading a web page about food around the world.

The Lost Plate
On a Saturday evening, Detective Tim was watching
a documentary. Suddenly, his smartphone buzzed. He
rushed out the door.

Riddle 1

Reading

Text type sections outlining
features of the target text types

Myster es

A mystery is a story about crimes or unusual events which are only explained at
the end. It tells the story in a way that keeps the readers guessing.

Joe is reading some riddles about zoo animals.

I am grey.

1

Writing

Diversifie
d text types
with audio
Target vocabula
recordin
gs
ry from the
Oxford 3000
videos and
pre-writing
provide step-bytasks to
step guidance
Writing
Handbook
with useful
and Chinese
expressio
explanat
ns
ions

2

2

Diversified text types with audio
recordings
Target vocabulary from the Oxford
3000
Writing videos and pre-writing
tasks to
provide step-by-step guidance
Writing Handbook with useful
expressions
and Chinese explanations

2

s

recording
with audio
text types
Diversified
Oxford 3000
y from the
Target vocabular
g tasks to
and pre-writin
Writing videos
ep guidance
s
provide step-by-st
expression
k with useful
Writing Handboo
explanations
and Chinese

2

Reading

Diversified text types with audio
recordings
Target vocabulary from the Oxford
3000

2

7

recordings
Diversified text types with audio
3000
Target vocabulary from the Oxford
tasks to
Writing videos and pre-writing
provide step-by-step guidance

Target vocabulary from the Oxford 3000 word
list
(reason:
)
W
 riting videos and pre-writing tasks providing
(reason:
)
step-by-step guidance

samli@jolly.com.

Closing line
We usually add a closing line to the
end of the invitation card.
邀請卡可用以下句子作結。
e.g. Let’s enjoy the party!
See you at the party!
Hope to hear from you soon.

W
 riting Handbook with useful expressions
and Chinese explanations

C stir in the food colouring

9

